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There are to parallel stories The kf me is
called the addie sung and the right ones and the

multiplicative story The addwe shy 了 simpler though

they are largely why If we

lwkaedeighdumn.ggfun thetopall theway bn to the bean gives

a construction of Ex ring spectra outof symmetricbimodal

agonies As you can tell fun th diagram the

on him is implicated and wins many steps

Fwthe sakeof t.me we will only mention some ofthe

key
ideas and skip a lie of the details The parallel

arrows will induce equivalence of handy categories after

passing to
suitable subcategories The au certainY very

interesting results but we wie
mention

anyofthose

Also we will focus on the maps going down to⽐

wuhan sayingmuch
about themaps in theoppositedream



吐 let dewuduatgyoffn.ie based sets

⼝ n with 0 as bapu and bad

fnnin.luT Tbethe subatgywhumrphi.ms are the

based functions ti 凹⼀ ⼆ such that

lfjiklfic.inwhere isl denotesthe cardinality of a

finitesets her c T bethe subcategory whose

mrph.ms are the
based functions fi ⼆ ⼆ such

that I fjil lfrlc.in

些 we be an operad Define a aggè by

letting its
objects be the sets If n and

letting its space of morphisms 凹 be

in ⼆1 ⼆点 楍⼯ 必分1

When no in ⼆ is a point indexed on theunique

map I e.int Unitsand composition are induced frm

the unit idc en and thequad structuremaps r

I
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Remi If ej are all nonempty è is a guy
_of operators

Example
Consider pad N with Njizx fall j

it

If t 3anpedsuehhe.pe all nonempty
the miwnstcji nduusamape F.wh.ch

is idenyonobiuadsujeu.ve on mappig spaces

时 A è_space Y in unanimous functor

Tiu written I h.lu 垃叮 denote thegong

of i spaus.hu

now we can def a 8 u in by

composing with è 不

Next we work on 0

let0 r u dnoutheaggtn
spaus.FwxcudfneRXEM.rusuch that I Rxhii



the mrphms are the evident projections For Ye my
default Y Then we have

adgunu.mu
ring ⼆点 u

Recall that fan opera de the Da monad Cmu

and that the guy CIujofcdgebrcs.nu is

Bmwphi.to the gytiuj.ge spaces

Analogy one an explicit construct a monad in V

such that the
ategghnofispausisiomphictheategyiin.fi

algebras in N

Bop LR id.li R c and the naturalmap

á iR RLCR Rcisanbmoph.sn

By categorical arguments man she

The_ R induces a map ta ⻄ i们 èg
One can dfnemap nieIuJ _iTvIcIuJ

_egbytw.siddmonadibarwnstnntm.N BKL.CM
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Next we mum to the multiplicative story

吐 let It g bean open par We can whinethepar of

utegiesie.fi into a single wreath product

agygjge.Thecgfofgsianethen

tupksffn.iebased sets his off fr n we unite

his as in is whereS ⼆ ⽩ Thespaceof

mrph.ms miR in is in gift is

痴⼝ 您 èyj I 幻 a jig

Here we are using
smash productof finite

based sets

when the empty smash product is I
and 叭⼆ is

identified with 凹 by doing

la.bllexiwgraphiay.NU
there is a natural man thing

which is identity on obisadsujeweanmoph.mg

1丠 Af space in U is a minus fntrz.hu
written in is 2Inis La Jing denotethe category

of og spaus.nu



Analogous to we get a 下 u ⼤叮
by composing with 个 gfy

Def A lnmi spauisafnwnfn u.mu

umfr u for the agg of thy spaces

Wehave adjuncts
L

戀

changing nttimsfmtheaddiwee.bg frxc

u.dfuRxiwt.besuchthat it and ⼤ a

point and
sends ni S to X fry

The L R'hereweremainly
denoted as LR in the

additive story Fwor spauY.is is the

Hr _space that send ⼼ 1 to a point and
sends

lnislthx ixh.fr no Note R R R

Foran Msr r space 2 let V2 be the Mine
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space is an oben YEN togetherwith a

f spaestnutunemRYAmapf.Y

ifce.mgspares is a map in N meh that R f

is a mapof J
spaus.Thus.by

definition thefunHw R v

wembebheategyfe.gl_spaces
as the fishgong

of of spaces of theform Rㄚ

吐Onecan
expliywustuuamonadjmthegywsuh.hu

the atgyfiujoffspaesisnmwpl.ie

to the category JIWJfj

dgebrasinw.DfneFUJR.IE
Wehave UR id Thenaturalmap

8 JR 吃 扣 R J is an isomorphism

Then inherits a mmadsm.tn from J Theedgy



of it 别 spaces is isomorphic to the

ategyigofj
dgebas.IM
cyi The union oftoning spaufonb.pemute

categories Section 14

Analogous to we can define 40

n ogspaus iugiwfle.eispaelz

Blji.J.ziletle.fibean yard par Real that we
haveminds

C G so that t.EU u ⻋的

cnn.cndue a mind also denoted C on the categoryGing

f G_algebra
The ogyfct.GL spaces is

isomorphic to the category of C dgeb.es in Gig

We want a s.mil dfni

umfrleijtspaulzf.laI denote th monad on w
whose algebra are

the rfè_spaces and let ā
denote the

mondawwhudgebasaethegfnspa.es



凹 ā ā inde monad statues on L ER and hiER
Moreover 0 R i

叫 Let ii ici R let in due the atgy

ofi dgebras.nu
ㄒ上 There is a dstihymgficiiiimekyevta.vndiagrams immune then we say ā aus on it

so this is a mad on N the egg of

iidgebasinvissomph.it the

ategyfidge.ba in in Moreover there is

enisomphisnufmmdscisj.sotheotgyfi.ggspaces
is isomorphic to the category of ii dgbras.nu

Drop The adjun.im ⼉ R l induces an

dimming惑 Guy

Recall that wehave ii pic where 6 R'were

dented LR in theddiweshg.S.milw arguments

show we have a fur

⼼与7 spau iiwj IGIuifce.ly spaces


